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A. 	 ARGUMENT [N REPLY 

I. 	 LeFaber compels reversal for the improper and 
ambiguous use of the word "also" in the deadly weapon 
jury instructions. 

The inclusion of the word "also" in instruction No. 13 created the 

risk thnt Mr. Dyson could he convicted of first degree assault with jurors 

using their own, unspecified detinition for the deadly weapon element of 

assault. The State now contends this en'or can be overlooked in spite of 

State v. LcFaber, 128 Wn.2d 896, 902-03, 913 P.2d 369 (1996) abrogated 

by Stale 1'. O'Hara, 167 Wn.2d 91,217 P3d 756 (2009). However, 

LeFaber docs apply and cannot be so ignored. 

"The standard for clarity in a jury instruction is higher than for a 

statute" and a jury "requires a mani festly clear instruction." Jd. At 902. 

Simply put, badly written instructions that allow for an ClToneous reading 

cannot stand. "Although a juror could read instruction 20 to ul1-ivC at the 

proper law, the offending sentence lacks any grammatical signal 

compelling that interpretation over the alternative, conflicting, and 

el1'oneous reading." Id. at 902-03 (emphasis added). 

2. 	 The flaws in the transferred intent jury instruction also 
require a new trial. 

The trial court mistakenly told the jury that if they f{JUnd Mr. 

Dyson acting with specific intent to hal111 one complainant, they had to see 



him as acting with specific intent against the other. Instruction No. 12 

read: "If a person acts with intent to assault another, but the act hanns a 

third person, the actor is deemed to have acted with intent to assault a 

third person." CP 81. (emphasis added) 

This language incoITectly instructed the jury that Mr. Dyson was 

automatically "deem cd" to have intended to assault a second complainant 

if the jury found he intended to assault a first. That is less than what the 

State was required to prove under RCW 9A.36.0 11. See State v. Wilsoll, 

125 Wn.ld 212, 213,218-19,883 P.ld 320 (1994). 

Mr. Dyson's convictions must be reversed because the faulty 

instl1lctions gave his jury the option of convicting on lower proof than 

what the law requires. Chapmall)·. Cal(/omia, 386 U.S. 18,24,87 S.Ct. 

824, 17 L. Ed. 2d 705 (1975); State v. Peters. 163 Wn. App. 836, 850,261 

P.3d 1999 (2011). 

3. The court closure during jury selection requires reversal. 

The trial eourt ordered that for-cause challenges would be handled 

at the bench and peremptory sttikes would be exercised silently on paper. 

IRP 170-74. The for-cause challenges were made at the bench, on the 

record, but out of earshot of. the public. IRP 171-72. The peremptory 

strikes were conducted on paper and then the tinal jury was simply 

announced. IRP 170-74. The public in the courtroom - where the silent 
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proceedings occulTcd - thus did not see or hear which party struck the 

jurors, in what order, or whether this was done for cause or by peremptory 

chal1enge. 

The appellant stands by the arguments set out in the opening brief 

that the procedure below had the same effect as impennissibly excluding 

the public fro111 the courtroom. Presley 1'. Georgia, 558 U.S. 209,213, 130 

S. Ct. 721, 175 LEd. 2d 675 (2010); State 1'. Lormor, 172 Wn.2d 85, 93, 

257 P.3d 624 (2011). 

The State's sole response is 10 cite to State 1'. Smith, Wn,2d, __ , 

334 P ,3d 1049 (2014) for the proposition that "sidebars do not implicate 

the public trial light." Response at 8. However, Smith addressed sidebars 

for midtrial evidentiary matters, not jury selection, to which the public 

shall have access. To that extent, Smith may be dispositive of the midtrial 

closures below (e.g. IVRP 688-89, UIRP 606-08) but does not reach the 

issue of the improper closure ofjury selection. 

4, The finding supporting a mandatory term of confincmcnt 
on each count must be stricl<en because it was found by the 
sentencing court rather than a jury. 

Appellant's opening blicf sets out the constitutional Cl1'Or of the 

imposition of mandatory sentencing enhancements made 011 a judicial, 

rather than a jury, finding. In their response, the prosecution writes: "the 

mandatory minimum under RCW 9.94A.540 does not exceed the statutory 
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maximum for either count. Thus, Blake(v does not apply." Response at 10. 

That is an erroneous and insufficient reading of Alleyl/e I'. Ul1ilec/ Slalcs, 

U.S. _,133 S. Ct. 2151,186 L. Ed. 2d 314 (2013). 

The State has an obligation to prove - to a jury - all facts that 

increase the statutory maximum and those that increase the mandatory 

minimum. Arguments to the contrary have been rejected. State I'. 

lvleEl/roc, Wn.2d. ___, 333 P.3d 402, 404 (2014) ("there is no 

difference between facts that increase the statutory maximum and facts that 

increase the mandatory minimum ... The prosecution must prove both to the 

fact finder beyond a reasonable doubt.") (emphasis in the original) 

(internal citation to Alleyne omitted). 

Mr. Dyson's sentence must be vacated. 

B. CONCLUSION 

Mr. Dyson's convictions should be reversed and remanded for a 

new trial because the court's instructions misstated the law, diluted the 

State's burden, and were confusing. Furthermore, a new trial is 

required because portions ofjury selection were closed to the public. 

In the alternative, the COUl1 should vacate the sentence and 

remand for resentencing because the sentence is premised on judicial 

facttinding in violation of the Sixth and FOUl1eenth Amendments. 
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DATED this 171h day of November, 2014. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Mick Woynarowski - WSBA 32801 
Washington Appellate Project 
Attorney for Appellant 
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